Subject: David Francis Dirt Rye Spreading Project.

What have they done now???

Here are the latest pictures from the David Francis Dirt Spreading Project, a.k.a. The James Weaver “Kirk” Kirkpatrick III Super Duper Sports Complex, a.k.a. The Jonathan Creek Soil Reclamation Project.

Someone planted ground cover all over the entire Sports Complex. Looks like Rye, and it is growing fast. Sure looks green, like someone fertilized it.

The bulldozer has been moved off the gravel entrance. That is 276 off to the left, and the nice green pasture off to the right.
There is the little pile of dirt placed to prevent Publix dirt from being dumped onto the Sports Complex. Look! The cones marking whatever are nearly obscured by the fast growing stuff.
I guess they had to move the bulldozer off the driveway to get whatever was used to plant this vegetation. Looks like Rye, and it sure looks really green.

Originally, there were two compactors on this site ready to go, but when the project blew up in David Francis and Kris Boyd’s faces, they were moved.
This is an older photo in the projects hay-day (slight pun on words). The field had just been “grubbed”, and cones marking whatever are clearly visible.

Well guess what? This field is going to have to be “grubbed” again! What a money-pit this is.